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Jadugiri Karun Sakhar Perun

Jadugiri Karun Sakhar Perun
Dhojhanan Nusata Bherlay Gaa
Bai Bherlay Gaa
Ang Koon Hay Thyo
Padhana Manat Bherlay Gaa
Padhana Manat Bherlay
Padhana Manat Bherlay Gaa
Bai Padhana Manat Bherlay
Mohitur Kaddalay
Sachrupuda Bii Tharalay
Tharalay Gaa
Mohitur Mohitur Kaddalay
Sachrupuda Bii Tharalay
Tharalay Gaa
Padhana Manat Bherlay Gaa
Padhana Manat Bherlay
Padhana Manat Bherlay Gaa
Bai Hichha Padhana Manat Bherlay

Gadih Disstoy
Varan Saha Bhojha
Bai Saha Bhojha Gaa
Hyaala Bhputun
Jeev Haya Bhalo Khuda
Bai Bhalo Khuda Gaa
Gadih Disstoy
Varan Saha Bhojha
Hyaala Bhputun
Jeev Haya Bhalo Khuda

Najar Tiriki Hota Firiki
Najar Tiriki Hota Firiki
Toor Hoyo Tanun Bherlay Gaa
Bai Bherlay Gaa
Aata Karyo Karavan
Padhana Manat Bherlay Gaa
Padhana Manat Bherlay
Padhana Manat Bherlay Gaa
Bai Padhana Manat Bherlay
Mohitur Mohitur Kaddalay
Sachrupuda Bii Tharalay
Tharalay Gaa
Mohitur Mohitur Kaddalay
Sachrupuda Bii Tharalay
Tharalay Gaa
Padhana Manat Bherlay Gaa
Padhana Manat Bherlay
Padhana Manat Bherlay Gaa
Bai Hichha Padhana Manat Bherlay

Hyo Khet Ishkaca Lai Juna
Bai Lai Juna Gaa
Hi Garam Jwanoo Kuriil Gunha
Bai Kuriil Gunha Gaa
Hyo Khet Ishkaca Lai Juna
Hyo Garam Jwanoo Kuriil Gunha
Vathak Pakki Jaliiyo Nakkki
Vathak Pakki Jaliiyo Nakkki
Betiyo Vabda Tharalay Gaa
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